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The Very Best Hug
Smriti Prasadam-Halls

Filled with silly snuggles
and cute cuddles, this
book celebrates the
power of a good hug.

(P) Prasadam-Halls

Mister Kitty Is Lost!
Greg Pizzoli

Mister Kitty is missing
somewhere inside this
book. Will you help us find
him?

(P) Pizzoli

Sometimes It's 
Nice to Be Alone 
Amy Hest

A celebration of the joy
and comfort found in
alone time and in the
company of a friend.

(P) Hest

The Library Fish
Learns to Read
Alyssa Satin Capucilli

Happily listening to
storytime, Library Fish
decides she wants to
learn to read.

(P) Capucilli

In Every Life
Marla Frazee

Celebrate the moments,
feelings, and
experiences, both big and
small, that make up a life.

(P) Frazee

Sleepy Sheepy
Lucy Ruth Cummins

Despite his name, Sleepy
Sheepy is wide awake,
making it difficult for his
parents to put him to bed.

(P) Cummins

This Little Kitty
Karen Obuhanych

Catch rascally kittens
being their adorable (and
mischievous) selves from
morning to nap to night.

(P) Obuhanych

Little Red Riding
Hood and the Dragon 
Ying Chang
Compestine

Little Red uses her kung fu
training to defend herself
from a mighty dragon.

(P) Compestine

I Am Okay to Feel * 
Karamo Brown

While going for a walk, a
father and son experience
and talk about different
feelings.

(P) Brown

Agatha May 
and the Anglerfish
Nora Morrison

Agatha May can't see
why her peers aren't
crazy for the hideous
humpback anglerfish.

(P) Morrison

Friends
Daniela Sosa

Celebrate the wonder
of new friends, old
friends, and
everything-in-between
friends.

(P) Sosa

No Snowball!
Isabella Kung

When a new kitten
arrives, Queen Fuzzball
attempts to turn her into
a perfect princess.

(P) Kung

Big Truck Day
Rosanne Parry

Friends and neighbors
head to the library for a
very special event.

(P) Parry

Fire Chief Fran 
Linda Ashman

Learn about the many
ways firefighters help
their communities.

(P) Ashman

Ride, Roll, Run:
Time for Fun!
Valerie Bolling

Follow children as they
play their way through
their culturally diverse
neighborhood.

(P) Bolling
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Alphabedtime 
Susanna Leonard
Hill

When all 26 alphababies
go to bed, amusing
antics and mischievous
mayhem ensues.

(P) Hill (ABC)

Kobe Eats Pizza!
Ashley Wian

Using only the finest
ingredients, Kobe helps
make dinner for his
whole family.

(P) Wian

Firefighter Flo!
Andrea Griffing
Zimmerman

Come along as firefighters
put on their suits, rush off
in their truck, rescue a pet,
and douse a fire.

(P) Zimmerman

Thank You for the
Little Things
Caryl Hart

What are the things that
make you happy? There
are lots of small things
that can cheer you up.

(P) Hart

One Sky 
Aaron Becker

Lyrical text moves the
reader through the day
from dawn to dusk.

(T) Becker

Con Pollo 
Jimmy Fallon,
Jennifer Lopez

A super friendly chicken
named Pollo loves to
play and make any
activity even more fun.

(P) Fallon

I'm Not Small
Nina Crews

A young boy feels small
in a world made up of
big things, but a closer
look shows him he is big
too.

(P) Crews

Well Done, 
Mommy Penguin
Chris Haughton
Mommy Penguin dives
into the icy waters and
overcomes obstacles to
catch fish for dinner.

(P) Haughton

Mary Had a Little Plan
Tammi Sauer

Mary spots an
abandoned plot in her
neighborhood and plans
to spruce it up.

(P) Sauer

All Are Neighbors 
Alexandra Penfold

Moving to a new place
can be hard, but new
neighbors mean new
things to discover and
celebrate.

(P) Penfold

Wait– and See
Helen Frost

Urges readers into the
outdoors, inviting them
to wait and see what
wonders await them.

(595.727 Fr) 

A Spoonful of Frogs 
Casey Lyall

A witch is having a hard
time wrangling a bunch
of frogs into her frog
soup. How do you keep
frogs on a spoon?

(P) Lyall

The Witchling's Wish * 
Lu Fraser

Longing for a friend
more than anything
else, Witchling finds
one in the most 
unexpected place.

(P) Fraser

Ten Little Squirrels 
Bill Martin Jr

Ten furry friends try to
decide what to do when
a dog approaches their
tree.

(P) Martin

Look and Listen 
Dianne White

A guessing game that
celebrates the delight
of a walk through a
garden, a meadow,
and alongside a brook.

(P) White
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